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Let A = (A, I Az 1 ... I A,) and B = (B, / Bz ( ... I B,) be column-wise 
partitioned matrices over complex numbers. Then an extended Kronecker 
product is 
AoB=(A,OB,I,..iA,OB,), 
where A( @ Bi is the Kronecker product of Ai and Bi . Some properties of an 
extended Kronecker product of matrices are investigated. The properties of 
the solutions of the systems of linear equations whose coefficient matrices are 
extended Kronecker products of matrices are studied. 
The concept of Kronecker product of matrices is extended to enable one to 
construct a special product of column-wise partitioned matrices. In 1968 
Khatri and Rao [6] defined a new product which in a general form is as 
follows. Let 
A = (A, ) --* / Ai / ... j A,) and B = (B, 1 .-- 1 Bi 1 .a- 1 B,) 
be two partitioned complex matrices with the same number of partitions, 
where A, and Bi are n x mi and s x pi matrices, respectively. The new 
product, called an extended Kroneckw product, is 
AOB=(A,OB,I...jA,OBi/.../A,OB,) (1) 
where A, @ Ba is the Kronecker product of Ai and Bi . The submatrix 
Ai @ Bi is called the ith partition of the product matrix A 0 B. 
The following result in [6] is listed here for the sake of applications in this 
paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T and S be matrices of order n1 x n and s, x s, 
respectively, and let A: n x m and B: s x p be given matrices. Then, 
(T@S)(A oB) =(TA OSB). (2) 
In this paper the properties of an extended Kronecker product of matrices 
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are investigated. The properties of the solutions of the systems of linear 
equations whose coefficient matrices are extended Kronecker products of 
matrices are studied. Throughout the paper the matrices A, B, and C are 
assumed to be partitioned matrices 
A = (A, / ... j Ai 1 ... 1 A,), B = (B, 1 ... j Ba 1 1.. 1 B,), 
and 
c = (C, j ..* 1 ca ] ... j C,) over complex numbers 
with the same number of partitions. In case the summation of matrices 
appears, it is assumed the matrices are in the same size. 
From the properties of Kronecker product, the following results can be 
obtained. 
PROPOSITION 2. If all partitions of B are nonzero matrices, then 
AOB=COB (3) 
implies A = C. 
Proof. Since the ith partitions of matrices in (3) satisfy the following 
condition 
Ai@Bi=Ci@B,. 
It follows that (Ai - Ci) @ Bi = 0. Hence A, - Ci = 0 or Ai = Ci for 
every i. 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) (A + B) 0 C = A 0 C + B 0 C. 
(b) A 0 B # B 0 A in general. 
DEFINITION 1. The matrices A and B are said to be pseudo-orthogonal, if 
AQB=O. 
PROPOSITION 4. The matrices A and B are pseudo-orthogonal if and only if 
Ai = 0 OY Bi = 0 for every i. 
Let Ai: n x mi , Bi: s x pi , ci: 1 x m, , and di: 1 x pi be the ith parti- 
tions of matrices 
A = (A, j ... 1 A, j ... ] A,), B = (B, ) ... 1 Bi I ... ] BJ, 
C = (C1 1 “’ 1 Ci ( .” j C,), and d = (dl / 3.. \ di \ .‘. I d,), 
respectively. 
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The following theorem explains some relationships between two systems 
of linear equations: 
XA =- c, yB == d, 
and the system of linear equations 
,z(A 0 B) = c (j d, 
where x: 1 x n, y: 1 x s, and z: 1 x 71s are row vectors of variables. 
THEOREM 1. (a) If the system of equations 
z(A 0 B) = c 0 d 









have solutions x = x* and y = y*, respectively. 
(b) If x* is a solution of (5) and y* is a solution of (6), and c” 0 d = 
c 0 d, then x* @ y* is a solution of (4). 
Proof. We prove (b) first. If x* is a solution of (5) and y* is a solution of 
(6), and ? 0 2 = c 0 d, then 
(x*A) 0 (y*B) = c” 0 d = c 0 d. (7) 
By using Proposition 1, (7) becomes 
(x* @y*) (A 0 B) = c 0 d. 
Hence, x* @ y* is a solution of (4). 
Next, we prove (b). If (4) has a solution z = x* By*, then 
or 
(x* By*) (A 0 B) = c 0 d, 
(x*Oy*)(A,OB1i...)AiOBij...)A,OB,) 
=(cl@dlI .../ci@di/ . ../cr@dr). 
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Then 
(x* @ y*) (Ai @ Bi) = ci @ di for every i. 
According to the nature of ci and di , we can classify it into the folIowing 
three cases. 
Case 1. The case of all cd and di are nonzero vectors. Let x*Ai = 4 , and 
y*B, = & , then Ei = hici , and & = pidi , such that h,pi = 1 for every i, by a 
property of Kronecker product, for constants hi and pi (see [2, Theorem 4.21). 
Let Z = (Xrc, 1 .*. 1 hici 1 ... / h,c,) and d” = (pldl 1 .. . 1 pidt j ... [ CL&.), then 
c” 0 d” = c 0 d. Furthermore, xA = c” and yB = d have solutions x = x* 
and y = y*, respectively. 
Case 2. If c and d are pseudo-orthogonal, then ci = 0, or di = 0, for 
every i, by Proposition 4. 
Let x*Ai = & and y*Bi = &, then Zi = 0 or & = 0 such that 
c” = (c”r 1 ... 1 & 1 1.. \ &) and d” = (dr 1 .*. 1 & ) ... 1 &) are pseudo-orthogonal 
by a well-known property of the Kronecker product (see, e.g., [l]). Therefore 
Furthermore 
ZOd”=cOd=O. 
xA =c” and yB = d” 
have solutions x = x* and y = y*, respectively. 
Case 3. The other case (neither Case 1 nor Case 2). Let x*/Ii = & , 
y*Bi = & , for i = l,..., r, c” = (Zr 1 ... ) E,), d = (& 1 *a. \ Jr). Then 
zi = xici and cI< = pidt 
where 
hipi = I, if Ci@di#O; 
= 0, if ci @di ~0, 




xA = c” and yB = d” 
have solutions x = x* and y = y*, respectively. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) The system of equations 
z(A 0 B) = 0 
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always has a solution of the form x = N @ y, such that x is a solution of 
and y is a solution of 
.I?‘4 =- 0 
yB :-= 0. 
(b) For z(A 0 B) = 0, a solution of the form z = x @ y can be obtained 
by the Kronecker product of a solution x of XA = c and a solution y of yB =: d, 
if c and d are pseudo-orthogonal, and both xA = c and yB -= d are consistent. 
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